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Elevator Pitch

Be the truth in the game. Become a world class
producer. Greatnessity trains you to become
world class at almost anything in 90 days, make
the team, sell your art, build the company,
increase your conversions, & live out your
dreams. We are building a world where everyone
does what they love with world class ability and
lives long, healthy lives.



Team

 Matthew Williams. President. I have 2 masters degrees and 2 PhDs on
Economics and Football that I built while working on my undergrad
degree at Villanova. My masters degrees are (1) on the globalization
of western thought on the civilized world or how western nation states
and companies came to run the world and (2) on the role of
manufacturing, shipping, and advertising on the modern day

development of the firm. The 2nd one was still being built when I left
school to start Battleship Ventures in 2013.

  My 2 PhDs are on consumer needs for the marketplace and football
game tactics. 

 Parker Emmerson. Investor. Parker is a cryptocurrency entrepreneur.
He started 6 bitcoin ATMs in North Carolina, grew the company, and
successfully sold it to an international cryptocurrency. He is now
consulting and starting another bitcoin ATM company.

 Salespeople.

 



Team cont'd

 John Mahinis. John is the CEO of a behavioral health company and
provides business advice for Greatnessity.

 Dr. Ben Toy. Dr. Toy is a Doctor or Traditional Chinese Medicine and
the Head of Health & Fitness at Greatnessity. He guides our Health &
Fitness division and sees patients.

 For our Dream Team we want to get Tanner Chidester to do our
Marketing, Grant Cardone or Mike Mark to handle our Sales with
Sales Closers from Appointments, Operations we want to hire Patrick
Bet-David to run our Operations. We also need to find someone for
IT.



The Problem

 Becoming world class at almost anything is extremely
difficult today. It is a painstaking, artisan process in
which you work for hours a day, 6-7 days a week,
giving your entire mind, body, and soul to the
endeavor to become the best, world class at what
you love. 

It’s really, really hard to become great at anything. It takes
16 years. Economies, Industries, and Companies need
world class producers to reach their goals. Today there are
more distractions to take one from the path to become a
world class producer than there were 20 years ago. In most
industries, the game is not as good as it was in the past for
everyone.



Our Story

 In the summer of 2008 I was training to tryout
for Villanova’s Men’s Soccer Team and quickly
found out that I was running out of time to gain
all of the skills needed to make the team. At
the same time Euro 2008 started and I took
the view of a national team manager with a
limited amount of time in which to train his
team for the rigors of winning an international
tournament. I came up with and trained in a
system for 3 months at the end of which I
could trap, pass, cross, volley, and shoot with
world class ability.



Our Solution

 We have developed simple and elegant systems that train anyone to become
world class at almost anything in just 3 months.

 No one else has ever developed a system to train and produce a world class
producer in 3 months.

 This is cheaper, faster, easier, and more efficient. Saves time, money, and
energy.

 Our Founder, Matthew Williams, has been offered 2 conditional contracts with
a 1st division football club in Bulgaria and a 3rd division football club in
Greece. He will turn this into a 20 year pro football career in Europe. He is
much better than the competition so it should be easy. He will leverage his
play for a pro team into launching a celebrity brand and grow the company
with leveraged sales. He also has 2 book deals to publish his book 3
Formations and can prove that his systems by converting these offers.

 Our solution is to have people use the principles from the same workouts that
took Matthew to a professional football career in Europe. Become world
class at almost anything in 90 days, make the team, sell your art, build the
company, increase your conversions & live out your dreams. Matthew did
this and you can too.



Highlight Reel
Demo of the Couched Lance.



Consumer Products

Sports – Work for hours a day, 4 days a week, for 3 months to execute the straight fundamentals
of the game until you have optimized your ability to play the game and learned perfect technique.

The Arts – Work for hours a day, 4 days a week, for 3 months to improve your skills to a world
class level by executing the straight fundamentals and learn perfect technique.

Business – Work for hours a day, 4 days a week, for 3 months to improve your skillset to a world
class level by applying yourself to the straight fundamentals of the business.

All of these systems work by having a person work on their weaknesses to turn them into
strengths during the offseason. This is the same process any smart player went through over the
summer to show up to school that August or the next season as a world class player.

PLYR – The athleisure lifestyle brand. 

Course Academy – Online course academy for our customers to teach and learn from each other.
Learn on your schedule. Anywhere, Anytime, Start learning today!

Lessons – Portal for our customers to teach and learn from each other with private lessons for
teachers and students.

Gigs – Gig economy app for our customers to monetize their skills and talents online.

Greatswap – Decentralized exchange, crypto wallet, and NFT Marketplace



Professional Solutions

 Highlight Tape – online sports agency
 Done-For-You Club – build a world class sports club in 90 days

with world class players and tactics
 Studios – Create. World class art studios for producing your art

for mass consumption. We'll get you an audience, marketing,
sales, publishing, and distribution of your art for mass
consumption. The best option for producing your art. Buy a
one-time, monthly, or yearly subscription to the Art Studio you
need and get your art in front of customers.



Market Size

● According to ActiveKids 45M kids play youth
sports in the US

 According to Artradarjournal1M kids are enrolled
in arts education in public schools in the US

 According to the Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor, there are 31 million entrepreneurs in
the US

 According to fightchronicdisease.org 133M
people have chronic diseases in the US



Market Size cont’d

● Average that the average American spends on youth sports is $4,061.16 a
year.

● From Age 6 to Age 18 you’ll save: $48,732 by training in our Sports Training
System for 90 days and becoming world class skipping all of the expensive,
unnecessary heartbreak from 12 years of banging your head on the wall.

● Average that the average American spends on arts lessons is $3,120.

● Age 6 to Age 18 you’ll save: $37,440 by training in our Arts Training System
for 90 days and becoming world class skipping all of the expensive,
unnecessary heartbreak from 12 years of banging your head on the wall.

● Business: Average that the average American business owner spends on
product/R&D/launch is $12,640. 

● We teach you how to innovate, launch, grow, and scale saving you $12,541 in
your first year.



Business Model

Business $99 ($992)
Sports and The Arts $39 ($995)
Sports with Lance System $189 ($997)
Lance Systems $199 ($999)
Drive System $209 ($2,099)

We sell our products through E-Commerce on our website w/ Facebook &
Instagram ads, Google Ads, and YouTube Ads.
Our Company is bootstrapping. We have spent under $6,000 since
starting building the company in 2013. The company will break even after
6 sales of any of our Business, Sports, or Arts products or 3 sales of our
Drive System under the new pricing.



Proprietary Tech/Expertise 

We have incredible unfair advantages in the market.

We’re the only Company in the entire world that knows exactly how long and how you must
practice to become world class.

We’re the only Company that has done the market research on how the best football teams
have scored goals most efficiently. Developing players, scoring goals, and winning games
are the endgame of everyone in the football industry. We’re the only company with proven
systems and methods to do these 3 things that have been developed according to the
scientific method and have been scientifically proven to be most efficient. We can produce
similar systems for almost any sport.

I’m one of the top minds in the football industry. I studied the game intensely for 5 years
pursuing 2 masters degrees and 2 PhDs independently at UNC Chapel Hill to learn
everything there is to know about the game.

Originally my plan was to buy a 3rd division football club in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil probably
the 2nd most competitive market in the football world and take them to the pinnacle of the
game in 10 years. All of our tech was developed to execute that goal.

We’re the only Company doing the market research on consumer needs, pains, and gains
innovatively for $0.



Propiertary Tech/Expertise cont’d

We can develop world class producers at almost anything in 3 months. 

We can train players and coaches to be the most dangerous attacking force on the
planet in 2-3 hours. 

We’ve written an easy to read playing and coaching philosophy that shows the
reader how to play football most efficiently. A kid on a 2nd grade reading level can
read, understand and implement our solution in the field.

We’re the only Company with an easy to read organizational philosophy based on
the scientific method that shows the reader the best practices for running a sports
club. This is a powerful business philosophy designed around making hard choices
and taking action. An entire organization can be trained in this business philosophy
in 2 days.

We have an innovative Financial Plan for football clubs built for the Rio Football
Club that takes any football club to Revenue of $1.5B and Savings of $900M over
30 Years.

Nobody else has these advantages. For everyone else these processes take 16-23
years. We can do in hours, days, and months what used to take 23 years.



We hold 3 provisional patents on our tech, are
securing full patents and have 5 more full patents
planned. These are defensible patents on
scientific/medical/sports breakthroughs.

Proprietary Tech/Expertise
cont’d



Competition
Producers of Footbonaut at Borussia Dortmund and Hoffenheim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhAyX81zP2M

360s at Benfica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rICZlhDmCSQ

Any copycat solutions

Footbonaut costs 2.4 – 3.5M. Not a practical solution for small ball clubs. Only the biggest
Clubs can use.



Marketing Plan
-Preselling:
Gain thousands of followers on social media. 
Follow James Altucher’s preselling plan

-Professional Marketing Plan: 
Email content marketing campaign
All sports, arts, business newsletters and magazines
All coaches doing coaching seminars
All people doing sports, arts, business tactics, coaching, player development books and selling direct or online
Every tryout have a booth in the parking lot selling my productsBecome recommended dealer
Fund regional events with other iconic speakers I pay for. - Give all profits back to speakers and leverage them as
investors/for investors.
Consumer Marketing Plan:
Email all youth sports, arts, business clubs content marketing.
Advertise on all social media.

-Consumer Marketing Plan
Advertise in television, internet, print (sports, arts, business magazines), press, social, and movie theater media.
Marketing and advertising Greatnessity through these channels will result in mass consumption and mass
production. I want Greatnessity to be a brand name in every household in the United States and the world.
Social Media Marketing
6 posts a week on all social media at 2 PM EST using ViralDashboard.
Email Marketing
Newsletter Sign up form on website and funnels
Leads to Email Drip Campaign from Sender.net
Automation sends customer through sales funnel from appointment booked to close/purchase 12 week customer
journey email campaign to Canceled Call which reloops into the Newsletter. The Marketing templates for this entire
Email
 Marketing plan is built and just needs to be optimized for Greatnessity.
We plan to use Google Ads, Youtube Ads, Facebook, and Instagram heavily to engage with our audience.



Financing
We need the capital so we can market, sell, grow, and scale. We need to expand
operations. We are asking for $15M. We need $8M for Marketing, $3M to hire a
Dream Team, $2M for startup costs, $30k for Patents, $4k for the International
Patent Cooperation Treaty, and $5k to get to tech startup conferences like the
Alpha Web Summit and Collision where we have been invited before.

We can offer you an accelerated payback plan of $1 from every sale until we
have paid back the $15M plus the 10% equity.

We can provide a detailed Marketing Plan that explains why I have an innovative
and unique understanding of the market and industry, dream team, cost to
acquire customers, lifetime value of customers, and plan to use the proceeds
wisely.



Financing
Currently Bootstrapping. Everything is coming from the bank of Matthew
Williams.

Want to raise $15M @ $1.9T valuation.
 – Have applied to Launch Chapel Hill, will send our pitch deck to all VC firms,
and will be applying to other accelerators and sports industry accelerators like
Stadia Ventures.

Use of Proceeds/Product Roadmap/Goals

– $8M for Marketing
– $3M to hire the Dream Team
– $2M for Startup Costs
– $30k to secure patents
– $4k for International Patent Cooperation Treaty
– $4k to get to the Alpha Web Summit 2021 as a startup with a booth and
exhibition space
– Get to 75,000 professional customers by year 5
– Pro customers will bring in tens of millions of consumers by year 5 



Milestones
Over the next 10 years we will have the youth sports clubs, art clubs, business clubs
and pro teams worldwide bring the players to us by becoming the recommended
dealer. We will also run paid ads to reach and engage with our audience. We will
target our audience first in the 26 largest cities in the world and the 100 largest cities
in the US. 

Then the cities with populations 1,000,000+

Then the cities with pop. of 500,000+

Then the cities with pop. of 150,000+ signing contracts with 50% of the sports, arts,
and business clubs in each city and city group to train 500 kids a summer every
summer for 7 years at first. And then in perpetuity. 

This is a high margin Trillion dollar opportunity.

We’re the projected clear market leader in a defensible space.

We will gain a market foothold by August 2022 and have a client list of majors by
August 2023.

Strong execution of plan and strategy leads to market leading position in growing
industry.



Become world class at almost
anything in 90 days & live out
your dreams.

Greatnessity.com
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